In this paper, the dependency of attributes in information systems has been used to define a finer quasi-discrete topology in information systems. This topology gives the characterization of roughness properties of sets. It is shown that every rough subset in the finer quasi-discrete topology is rough in the coarser quasi-discrete topology.
Introduction
Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak in 1980's as a result of a long term program on mathematical fundamental research can be seen as a new mathematical approach to vagueness (set) and uncertainty (element) from databases (information systems) [1] . One of the important issues in rough set-based database analysis is discovering dependencies between attributes. An attribute dependency states that the value of an attribute is uniquely determined by the values of some other attributes. The objective of discovering attribute dependency is to find the relationship among attributes in information systems. , if each value of D is associated exactly one value of C. Otherwise, D is depends partially on C. One of the techniques for discovering attribute dependencies is using rough set theory [2, 3] . The discovery of attribute dependencies using rough set theory has been received considerable interest (e.g., [48]). A rough set model in databases may therefore be considered as a method for constructing a topological space using indiscernibility relation on the set of objects [9] . In a reverse process, we can generalize the notions of rough sets based on the topological space. Definable sets, i.e., a family of union of one or more equivalence classes are substituted by open sets in defining the lower approximations, and by closed sets in defining upper approximations, as the basic concepts of rough set theory.
In this paper, we focus on the dependency of attributes in information systems. We show that a dependency of attributes in information systems determines a finer quasidiscrete topology which can be considered as a quasi-discrete topological subspace. Then, we use the notion of the topology to characterize the roughness of a set.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the rough set theory in information systems. Section 3 describes the notion of topological space and several topological aspects of sets. Section 4 describes rough topological properties of sets using dependency of attributes in information systems. Finally, conclusions of our works are described in Section 5.
Information System
Data are often presented as a table, columns of which are labeled by attributes, rows by objects of interest and entries of the table are attribute values. By an information system, we mean a 4-tuple (quadruple)
, where U is a non-empty finite set of objects, A is a non-empty finite set of attributes,
V is the domain (value set) of attribute a,
is a total function such that
, called information (knowledge) function. An information system is also called a knowledge representation systems or an attribute-valued system and can be intuitively expressed in terms of an information table (refer to Table 2 .1).
In many applications, there is an outcome of classification that is known. This a posteriori knowledge is expressed by one (or more) distinguished attribute called decision attribute; the process is known as supervised learning. An information system of this kind is called a decision system. A decision system is an information system of the form
, where D is the set of decision attributes and
The elements of C are called condition attributes. A simple example of decision system is given in Table 2 The following values are obtained from Table 2 .2,
A relational database may be considered as an information system in which rows are labeled by the objects (entities), columns are labeled by attributes and the entry in row u and column a has the value  
, where X is the cardinality of X. Note that the tuple t is not necessarily associated with entity uniquely (refers to students 2 and 5 in Table 2 .2). In an information table, two distinct entities could have the same tuple representation (duplicated/redundant tuple), which is not permissible in relational databases. Thus, the concepts in information systems are a generalization of the same concepts in relational databases.
Indiscernibility Relation
Form Table 2 .2, it is noted that students 2, 3 and 5 are indiscernible (or similar or indistinguishable) with respect to the attribute Analysis. Meanwhile, students 3 and 6 are indiscernible with respect to attributes Algebra and Decision, and students 2 and 5 are
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC indiscernible with respect to attributes Analysis, Algebra and Statistics. The starting point of rough set theory is the indiscernibility relation, which is generated by information about objects of interest. The indiscernibility relation is intended to express the fact that due to the lack of knowledge we are unable to discern some objects employing the available information. Therefore, generally, we are unable to deal with single object. Nevertheless, we have to consider clusters of indiscernible objects. The following definition precisely defines the notion of indiscernibility relation between two objects. , is an equivalence relation. It is well known that, an equivalence relation induces unique partition. The partition of U induced by
and the equivalence class in the partition
Studies of rough set theory may be divided into two class, representing the set-oriented (constructive) and operator-oriented (descriptive) views. They produce extension of crisp set theory [1315] . In this work, rough set theory is presented from the point of view of a constructive approach.
Approximation Space
be an information system, let B be any subset of A and
is an indiscernibility relation generated by B on U.
Definition 2.2. An ordered pair
, the equivalence class of U containing x with respect to R is denoted by
x . The family of definable sets, i.e., finite union of arbitrary equivalence classes in partition
is a Boolean algebra [1] . Given arbitrary subset U X  , X may not be presented as union of some equivalence classes in U. In other means that a subset X cannot be described precisely in AS . Thus, a subset X may be characterized by a pair of its approximations, called lower and upper approximations. It is here that the notion of rough set emerges.
Set Approximations
The indiscernibility relation will be used to define set approximations that are the basic concepts of rough set theory. The notions of lower and upper approximations of a set can be defined as follows. 
, the universe U can be divided into three disjoint regions using the lower and upper approximations a. The positive region
, i.e., the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified as X using B (are certainly X with respect to B).
, i.e., the set of all objects, which can be classified neither as X nor as not-X using B.
c. The negative region
, i.e., the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified as not-X using B (are certainly not-X with respect to B). These notions of lower and upper approximations can be shown clearly as in be the complement of X in U. The lower and upper approximations satisfy the following properties [16] :
It is easily seen that the lower and the upper approximations of a set, respectively, are interior and closure operations in a quasi discrete topology generated by the indiscernibility relation.
The lower and upper approximations have the following inclusion property, i.e.,
It will be shown that the property of (10L) and (10U) are properly inclusion. 
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Notice that,
The accuracy of approximation (accuracy of roughness) of any subset
where X denotes the cardinality of X. For empty set  , it is defined that
Obviously,
. If X is a union of some equivalence classes of U, then
. Thus, the set X is crisp (precise) with respect to B. And, if X is not a union of some equivalence classes of U, then
. Thus, the set X is rough (imprecise) with respect to B [3] . This means that the higher of accuracy of approximation of any subset
is the more precise (the less imprecise) of itself. Table 2 is given by
Example 2.2. Let us depict above notions by examples referring to
The corresponding lower approximation and upper approximation of X are as follows
Thus, concept "Decision" is imprecise (rough). For this case, the accuracy of approximation is given as
It means that the concept "Decision" can be characterized partially employing attributes Analysis, Algebra and Statistics.
Another important issue in database analysis is discovering dependencies between attributes. Intuitively, a set of attributes D depends totally on a set of attributes C, denoted 
The Dependency of Attributes
Since an information system is a generalization of a relational database. We would need also a generalization concept of dependency of attributes, called a partial dependency of attributes. 
Obviously, Table 2 , there are no total dependencies whatsoever. If in Table 1 , the value of the attribute Statistics for student 5 were "bad" instead of "medium", there would be a total dependency     
Example. From

Topological Space
The concept of topological structures is one of the most powerful notions in system analysis. In this section we present the notions of topological space, open set and closed set, closure of a set, interior of a set, exterior of a set, boundary of a set and base of a topological space.
A topological space is a pair    , U consisting of a non-empty set U together with a family  of subsets of U satisfying the following conditions a. the empty set and the whole set U are belong to  , b.  is closed under arbitrary union, c.  is closed under finite intersection. The set
. Obviously, an interior point of X is a member of X. Note that, X is open set if only if
. Obviously, an exterior point of X is not a member of X.
. Obviously, X is the smallest closed subset of U containing X. Note that X is closed if only if
. In other word, the boundary of X is the difference between closure and interior of X. Obviously, a boundary point of X is neither an interior point nor an exterior point of X. Note that a. the set X is closed iff   X X   
Set
Interior Exterior Closure Boundary
Main Results
Quasi Discrete Topology
In this section, we show that a topological space generated by an indiscernibility relation in an information system is a special type of topology called a clopen (quasidiscrete) topology. From Definition 4.1, some equivalent notions of rough subset
Thus, every member of  , i.e., a clopen set (or a set with empty boundary or a set having the same interior and closure) is a crisp set. It follows from [3] , four categories of roughness of X in . Thus, the set X is crisp, otherwise the set X is rough. Example 4.1. We consider to the following information system. ,  5  ,  4  ,  3  ,  2  ,  5  ,  4  ,  3  ,  1  ,  4  ,  3  ,  2  ,  1  ,  5  ,  4  ,  3   ,  4  ,  3  ,  2  ,  4  ,  3  ,  1  ,  5  ,  2  ,  1  ,  5  ,  2  ,  5  ,  1  ,  2  ,  1  ,  5  ,  2 . The interior, closure, boundary, exterior, category and accuracy of roughness of those sets are summarized in Table 4 .2. 
